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TO THE DAYS CREEK CHARTER SCHOOL K-12 CLASS OF 2019:

Congratulations! You made it to your senior year of high school! We, the Directors of the Days Creek Charter
Board, welcome you to a year of excitement, challenges, and accomplishments.
As Charter Board directors, we enjoy our active roles in guiding you through your senior project and evaluating
your accomplishments. We created this e-manual with directions to help you produce an excellent project,
provide service to the community, and write a scholarly research paper.
We are here to support you. As volunteer board members devoted to governing your school, we are excited to
see what each of you will contribute to your own learning through your senior projects, community service,
and research papers. We are pleased to support your efforts and to help prepare you for your next steps in
life.
If you have any questions or concerns, if you feel overwhelmed, if you worry you will not finish in time, please
ask your teacher to connect you to one of us so we can mentor you step-by-step. We are certain you will look
back on your senior projects with a deep sense of pride in your accomplishments – a pride we know we will
share with you!

Sincerely,
The Days Creek Charter School K-12 Board of Directors
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HOW TO USE THIS E-MANUAL
This interactive “e-manual” is designed to be accessed using a digital device such as a desktop computer, a tablet, or a
smart phone. It is posted on the district website and school network for downloading. You will be able to refer to this
manual at any time 24/7 and from anywhere you have access to the internet. This detailed e-manual is NOT intended to be
printed as a hard copy in its entirety. Digital tools make this large amount of information far more manageable.
The Table of Contents (TOC) is the main point of access to the rest of this manual. To navigate within the document from
the Table of Contents, click on the title of the desired section directly, if possible, or press and hold the control key (Ctrl)
and left-click on the desired section. For your convenience, there are hyperlinks to the TOC using the phrase “Back to TOC”
at the end of each section. Any time you wish to return to the page from which you clicked a link, use your back arrow if
you have one or try Alt+Left Arrow (notice that is Alt not Ctrl). Try navigating by doing the following steps now:
Jump to the Table of Contents by clicking here Back to TOC.
Return to this page using Alt+Left Arrow from the Table of Contents.
Links are provided within the text allowing you to easily jump from section to section of the e-manual. With so much detail
in this document overall, we hope these links prevent information overload by breaking the document into smaller parts
accessed only as needed.
This e-manual also provides links that allow you to access internet sites that may be helpful for your projects and/or
research papers. Both types of links are highlighted using colored and underlined text.
To use a link within the document, click on the highlighted text. On a desktop keyboard, you may need to hold down the
control key (Ctrl) and left-click on the highlighted word or phrase. Return to this page using your back arrow or Alt+Left
Arrow. Try these examples:
Jump to the Project Proposal Form: Click to link directly or press and hold the control key and left-click on the
phrase highlighted here – Project Proposal Form. Come back right away!
Open an internet site that provides a definition of “research paper”. Link directly or press and hold the control
key then left-click here on research paper to open the resource. Return to this page in the e-manual by closing
the website. Come back right away!
Before you use a link for the first time, the font will be in color, not just black. After you use a link, the font color will
usually change to a second color. This helps you keep track of which links you have already accessed and which links have
yet to be used. If your device does not have this feature, it will not be a problem.

Happy hyper-linking!
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PERSONAL FINANCE AND SENIOR PROJECT CREDIT

To receive a diploma from Days Creek Charter School K-12, students must earn 0.5 of a credit for Personal Finance and
0.5 of a credit for Senior Project. Both classes are combined and meet during the same class period for the entire school
year.
Instruction and credit allotment is organized as follows:
Quarter 1: Personal finance instruction, senior project proposals.
(0.25 credit Personal Finance)
Quarter 2: Senior project development, community service, research paper development.
(0.25 credit Senior Project)
Quarter 3: Senior project implementation, research paper completion, project presentations.
(0.25 credit Senior Project)
Quarter 4: Personal Finance instruction, project revisions, revised project presentations.
(0.25 credit Personal Finance)
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SENIOR PROJECT OVERVIEW
One of the main purposes of a high school education is to prepare students to perform independently as they go on to
college and/or the workplace. In order to graduate from Days Creek Charter School K-12, you must prove you can
self-direct your learning by completing a senior project. You must also collect, organize, and present evidence of your work
on all requirements of the project.
There are three main components of a Days Creek Charter School K-12 senior project:
1) The project itself
2) Community service hours
3) An in-depth research paper
Each of the three components must be integrated – that is, relate to the same career topic. For example, if you plan to
become a veterinarian, your senior project could be designed for you to:
1) Develop and produce a variety of homemade healthy pet treats complete with nutritional information and
legally compliant product labels
2) Your community service hours could provide exercise for dogs of disabled citizens in our school district
3) Your research paper could focus on nutritional and exercise needs of dogs including health problems that
occur when those needs are not met.
All three required components in this example have the same focus and enhance the knowledge learned from each.
As evidence of your senior project accomplishments, you are required to produce:
A physical product or other evidence of what you accomplish for your actual project;
Documentation of a minimum of thirty-six hours of community service outside of the hours spent on
your senior project. If your senior project is community service-based (I.e., blood drive,
recycling, assisting with production of the Christmas program, yearbook, etc.), you must
perform a minimum of sixty (60) hours of community service.
A project binder in which you will keep copies of forms and other required records;
An oral presentation of your project made to the Days Creek Charter Board;
An academic research paper related to the topic of your project.
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WHY, OH WHY, ARE SENIOR PROJECTS REQUIRED?

Why are you required to complete a senior project? Well, we just like to torture teenagers … JUST KIDDING!
The easy answer to this question would be to blame the Oregon State Board of Education in Salem – the entity that sets
graduation requirements for Oregon students. A specific set of accomplishments, “Personalized Learning Requirements”
or PLR’s, must be met to earn a state-approved Oregon diploma. The senior project program at Days Creek provides
opportunities for you to demonstrate you have met the PLR’s. Those goals are listed in detail in the next section of this
manual.
So, you have to do senior project because it is required by the State of Oregon. There is actually more to it than that.
We, as members of the Days Creek Charter Board, would require a senior project for a diploma even if the state did not.
The project is truly that valuable to your success – and our Board exists to prepare you for success in life. On any path
you take next in life, you will face opportunities and challenges for which high school should prepare you.
Transcripts and grades do not really prove you have acquired critical skills of self-directed learning and problem solving
needed for success beyond high school. We require you prove you will be able to make a successful transition to your
next steps in life on your own. We are fulfilling the demand made by many high school seniors when they ask to be
treated like an adult by requiring you prove we will be sending an adult out into the world at graduation.
As directors of the Days Creek Charter Board, we agree with the Oregon State Board of Education that the following
experiences will develop abilities that will greatly enhance your chance of success after high school.
Independently develop a plan to guide your own learning toward your career and post-high school goals;
Participate in self-directed experiences that connect classroom learning with real life experiences
relevant to your career focus;
Independently apply and extend your learning in new and complex situations related to your career
focus using critical thinking and problem solving.
Almost every Days Creek senior in prior years (after their project was complete, of course!) agreed their senior project
provided valuable learning experiences and was deeply rewarding – some even said their projects were a lot of fun!
Back to TOC
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THE GOALS OF YOUR SENIOR PROJECT
Your senior project will provide opportunities to demonstrate many of the Oregon Personalized Learning Requirements
which must be met to receive an Oregon diploma. You can access a complete list of PLR requirements by linking to the
Oregon Department of Education website here. The steps in this project e-manual, if completed sufficiently, will
culminate in a collection of evidence demonstrating you have met the requirements below.
PERSONALIZED LEARNING REQUIREMENTS Area 1: Education Plan and Profile
Students independently develop a plan to guide their own learning toward career and post-high school goals.
1. Describe personal, academic, and career interests
a. Identify academic preparation and career-related skills needed for a chosen field of work
b. Set learning goals, create implementation plans, and determine strategies needed to achieve those
goals, review progress toward those goals
2. Identify steps necessary after high school to transition to college, career training, apprenticeships, the military,
and/or the workforce.
3. Connect interests and career goals with learning experiences that will develop knowledge and skills needed to
achieve the goals.
4. Document progress toward achievement of the learning goals and experiences
5. Prepare reflections on learning experiences
PERSONALIZED LEARNING REQUIREMENTS Area 2: Career-related Learning Experiences
Students engage in self-directed experiences that connect classroom learning with real life experiences relevant to a
career focus.
1. Personal Management
a. Exhibit an appropriate work ethic and behave appropriately in school, community, and workplace;
b. Identify tasks that need to be done and initiate action to complete them;
c. Plan, organize, and complete projects and assigned tasks on time meeting required standards of quality;
d. Take responsibility for decisions and actions and anticipate their consequences of decisions and actions;
e. Maintain appropriate interactions with colleagues.
2. Problem Solving
a. Identify problems and locate information that may lead to solutions;
b. Select and explain a proposed solution and course of action;
c. Develop a plan to implement the selected course of action;
d. Assess results and take corrective action.
3. Communication
a. Demonstrate effective communication skills to give and receive information in school, community, and
workplace.
b. Locate, process, and convey information using traditional and technological tools.
c. Give and receive feedback in a positive manner.
d. Speak clearly, accurately, and in a manner appropriate for the intended audience when giving oral
instructions, technical reports, and business communications.
4. Teamwork - Demonstrate effective teamwork in school, community, and/or workplace.
5. Employment Foundations - Demonstrate academic, technical, and/ or organizational knowledge and skills
required for successful employment.
6. Career Development- Demonstrate career development skills by planning for post-high school experiences.
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PERSONALIZED LEARNING REQUIREMENTS Area 3: Extended Application
Students apply and extend academic and career-related knowledge and skills in new and complex situations relevant to
career and post-high school education goals.
1. Relevance – A clear connection exists between student work and post-high school goals, evidence of new
learning
2. Rigor
a. Student describes academic and specialized knowledge and skills used in the extended application
b. Student demonstrates an understanding of how that knowledge and those skills are appropriate for
their career and post-high school goals
c. Student applies specialized knowledge and skills in a complex context using individual responsibility and
an appropriate level of autonomy
3. Reflection- Student reflects on their own learning experiences and describes how they relate to their post-high
school goals

Back to TOC
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ACTIONS YOU WILL TAKE
1. Select a career topic as the focus of your senior project;
2. Obtain Senior Project (SP) teacher approval to pursue the topic you have chosen;
3. Keep records of your work in a three-ring project binder including required forms and other documentation you
generate while completing your senior project;
4. (Optional) Recruit a mentor or expert from your chosen career field to advise you on your project. If you pursue this
option, complete a Mentor Agreement Form;
5. Complete a Project Proposal Form;

6. Attend a charter board meeting to obtain board approval for your project topic and planned activities; bring ten
copies of your Project Proposal Form to distribute to the directors;
7. Make revisions to your Project Proposal Form as suggested or required by the charter board;
8. Submit a signed Parental Consent Form;

9. Develop a Detailed Project Action Plan using the template provided in this manual and submit it to your teacher;
10. Devote a minimum of 36 hours as a volunteer to address a need in the community related to your project topic;
11. Document the time you devote to community service using the Community Service/Project Time Log template;

12. Submit to your SR teacher a mid-year progress report using records kept on your Detailed Action Plan and Time
Log up to that date;
13. Conduct in-depth academic research on a subject related to the topic of your senior project;
14. Submit a rough draft of your research paper to your English teacher;

15. Complete the action phase of your project and community by the deadline (see due dates);

16. Review the Guidelines for Oral Presentations and Presentation Scoring Guide as you prepare your oral
presentation script and visual aides;
17. Read the questions in the Senior Project Self-Assessment Form and include responses to them in your oral
presentation script – the scoring guide includes points for answering those questions;
18. Submit a print copy of your oral presentation script, PowerPoint slides (or other computer-generated visual aide),
and your project binder to your SR teacher;
19. Submit the final draft of your research paper to your English teacher;

20. Give a ten- to fifteen-minute oral presentation using a PowerPoint slideshow (or other computer-generated visual
aide) to the charter school board/project evaluation panel during which you share your accomplishments and
demonstrate how you met all the requirements of the senior project;
21. Answer spontaneous questions asked by members of the board and panel at the end of your presentation;
22. Submit a copy of your project binder with all required work and a copy of your graded research paper to the
charter board at the time of your oral presentation;
23. Submit your final draft of the Senior Project Self-Assessment Form and Senior Project Survey to your SR teacher.
Back to TOC
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LIST OF SENIOR PROJECT TASKS AND DUE DATES
Use this list to keep track of your progress and project deadlines. The steps listed below must be completed as you work
on your project. The required forms below are available in this e-manual. Use the hyperlinks here to access them. You will
be able to type responses on the forms using a computer keyboard before printing them.
DUE DATES:
Obtain Senior Project (SP) teacher approval of your Project Proposal by

Sept. 14, 2018

Submit Parental Consent Form to your SP teacher by

Sept 21, 2018

Obtain charter board approval of your Project Proposal prior to meeting on

Oct 3, 2018

Submit Detailed Action Plan to your SP teacher by

Oct 4, 2018

(Optional) Submit signed Mentor Agreement Form to your SP teacher by

Oct 5, 2018

Submit mid-year progress report (Action Plan and Time-Log) to your SP teacher on

Nov 21, 2018

Submit a rough draft of your research paper to your Writing 121 teacher by
Or to your English IV teacher by

Jan 9. 2019
Feb 7, 2019

Complete your project and community service activities by.

Mar 21, 2019

Submit final revision of your research paper to your Writing 121 teacher by
Or to your English IV teacher by

Jan 17, 2019
Mar 21, 2019

Submit your actual project and oral presentation script to your SR teacher on or before

Mar 21, 2019

Submit your project binder containing all completed forms to your SP teacher by

Mar 21, 2019

Oral presentation, project binder, and research paper given to charter board on

Apr 10, 2019
6 – 8 p.m. in Rm 215

Submit Self-Assessment Form and Senior Project Survey to your SP teacher by.

Apr 18, 2019

Whew! You survived your senior project!
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CAREFULLY CONSIDER THE TOPIC OF YOUR PROJECT
What career do you wish to pursue? What really sparks your interest? The topic of your senior project must not only
culminate in a project but must also relate to your community service and to your research paper. Remember, your senior
project will involve a great deal of time and effort. Consider your senior project an opportunity to explore a career area in
which you are sincerely interested. Choose a project topic that will be able to sustain your attention for long periods of
time and is worthy of significant effort.

DRAWING A BLANK ON A TOPIC OF INTEREST?
If you are totally stuck trying to think of a career topic, try this exercise: Think about your world and what you would like to
learn, fix, do, understand, see, improve, create, or experience. Go through the following checklist and circle the subjects in
which you are most interested. You may add your own topic ideas:
aviation

music

journalism

dance

forestry

recycling

hunting
history

anti-bullying programs
communications
local native cultures

woodworking

emergency response

child care

religion

military service

hiking

computer graphics

fishing

the legal system

yoga

cooking

law enforcement

Website design

medical careers

film making

math

school vegetable garden

photography

landscaping

botany

fitness

business

game conservation

School safety

wilderness survival

psychology

computers

sewing

pet rescue/care

digital music

aiding the elderly

engineering

social issues

art

school yearbook

oceanography

world cultures

inventions

philosophy

sports

rivers and streams

Internet safety

search and rescue

veterinary

genealogy

drama

endangered species

collecting

the rights of citizens

taxidermy

nursing

coaching

outdoor recreation

foreign languages

Website maintenance

automobiles

ranching

farming

interior design

astronomy

eating disorders

vocal music

robotics

animals

energy conservation

classroom teaching

healthy lifestyles

fire-fighting

blogging

geology

neighborhood watch

driver safety

drug/alcohol abuse

infant care

literature

welding

homeless families

minority rights

Other?

Other?

Go back and highlight the topics that have the potential to be explored in a senior project. Ask yourself these questions to
help make your decision:
Which topic is the most unique to who I am and will differ from other senior projects?
Which topic best demonstrates my talents?
Which topic will have the most resources available?
Which topic have I always wanted to pursue?
In spite of what others think I should do, what do I really want to do?
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The internet has many sites with ideas for senior projects. Conduct a search or link to these sites for ideas:
Website management
Teaching and Leadership Projects
Community Service Ideas
Back to TOC

WILL YOUR TOPIC MEET PROJECT EXPECTATIONS?
Keep in mind the following when you choose your topic:
1) Your project must be a learning stretch. You are expected to gain new knowledge and skills on your own. Do not
expect to simply apply knowledge and skills you already possess.
2) It is important you direct your own project learning experiences and take responsibility for them. Too much
involvement of friends or adults – even teachers - may force the charter board to fail your project when it is
presented in March or April.
3) Do not choose a senior project topic you do not truly want to pursue. Do not let ANYONE talk you into doing a
senior project that he/she wants done only for them. It will be nearly impossible to complete your project if you
have little interest in it. We have seen it happen in the past. A senior abandoned his own project choice and tried
to do what a teacher wanted him to do instead. He had no passion for her idea and never finished an acceptable
project.
4) You are required to write an in-depth research paper related to your project topic. Consider whether or not your
topic will lend itself to academic research and a scholarly paper. Serious and reliable sources must be available for
citations and valid information. Try a Google Scholar search on your topic ideas to see if serious sources will be
available for each.
5) There are few limitations on your choice of topic. However, safety must come first. Your project will not be
acceptable if it involves undue risk t o yourself or to others.

FINALIZE YOUR PROJECT TOPIC
Consider the topic you have chosen for your project and ask yourself:
Could a project on this topic provide preparation for a career?
Could a service to the community be related to this topic??
Can I realistically complete a senior project on this topic? (Avoid projects too ambitious or limited. )
Can I afford to pay for the materials needed for a project on this topic”?
Will I be learning anything new from actions or research on this topic?
Will this topic keep my interest and motivate me to work hard over the next several months?
Could an in-depth research paper citing a variety of academic sources be written about this topic?
Am I sincerely excited about pursuing this topic?
If you answered “yes” to these questions, you have likely chosen an excellent project topic!
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YOU HAVE CHOSEN YOUR PROJECT TOPIC. WHAT’S NEXT?
Once you have chosen the topic of your project, ask your teacher if your choice is appropriate and would likely be accepted by the
Charter Board. Revise your area of focus if recommended to do so. When your teacher approves your topic, fill out the
Project Proposal Form.
Back to TOC
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THE ROLE OF A MENTOR
Although it is not required, you may choose to enlist the help of a mentor or expert who has “field experience” in the topic
of your project. He/she will:
Assist in completing a project proposal, an action plan, and the mentor agreement form below;
Provide guidance on the project - the senior project teacher will determine whether or not the project
meets expectations but the mentor will advise how best to complete the project ;
Serve as a resource but expect the student to work independently on the actual project requirements
Coach and encourage the student when difficulties are encountered;
Guide the steps of the project allowing the student to do his/her own work;
Be available to the student within reasonable time constraints.
A mentor must not provide too much assistance. You will be rated on your level of independence in all aspects of your project.

MENTOR AGREEMENT FORM
MENTOR AGREEMENT FORM
I agree to be a mentor for

[student name] to assist with his/her

senior project related to
[describe the project in brief]. I realize that my position is primarily one of
advising and giving technical assistance when needed but only when appropriate. I am aware that it is not
my responsibility to do any of the work of the project or to continually monitor the student to see that the
project is completed. I understand that in order to act as a mentor to a Days Creek Charter School K-12
student that I must meet the legal requirements of the Douglas County School District 15 starting with
submitting the official district volunteer application form. I will receive the form from the school district
office and return it to the senior project teacher. I understand the student may not take undue risk at any
time during the completion of this project
Printed Name:
Address:
Phone number:
Email address:
Signature:
Date:

Back to TOC
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PROJECT PROPOSAL FORM
Access this form digitally to type your responses to the prompts. Use complete sentences with enough detail to be clearly
understood. Do not limit your responses to the spaces provided. Allow the document to expand in size as you type to
provide a detailed “picture” of your proposed project. Link to the Project Proposal Scoring Guide to see the criteria the
charter board members will use to evaluate this proposal.
Print a copy of this proposal to turn in to your senior project teacher. Print an additional copy to place in your project
binder. After your teacher provides suggestions for improvements to your proposal, make the necessary revisions, and
print a revised plan to place in your binder.
Attend the charter board meeting on the evening of September, 2018. Bring ten copies of your proposal to distribute to
charter board members. If required by the charter board directors, revise your proposal and re-submit it to the Board.
Save a copy of your final project proposal in your binder with the signatures of your teacher and the charter board chair.
1. Component 1: Describe in detail what you propose to do for your senior project.

2. Describe why you chose this activity for your senior project and what makes it meaningful to you (personal relevance).

3. Describe how your senior project will provide valuable new learning experiences to help you prepare for a career.

4. Component 2: Explain how your community service activity will provide a significant contribution to a need in the
community or for the environment. Also explain how it is related to your project topic and career choice.

5. Explain why your project and community service activity will require a significant amount of new learning for you.

6. Describe resources you will need to complete your project and/or community service activity. Describe how you will
obtain them.
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7. If you plan to work with a mentor, name your mentor here and describe why he/she is qualified to help you with your
project. Describe what she/he will do as your mentor.
Mentor name:
Mentor qualifications:

Mentor contributions to your project:

8. Component 3: Briefly describe the main areas of research you will conduct and upon which you will write a paper.
Describe how they relate to your career focus.

List three personal learning goals you expect to meet from your work on your project. Be specific. Include connections to
career skills and knowledge. Explain how your project will provide opportunities to achieve these goals:
Goal 1:

Goal 2:

Goal 3:

September 2013
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Provide an estimated general timeline in the boxes below:
Action:

Planned completion date:
Action:

Planned completion date:
Action:

Planned completion date:
Action:

Planned completion date:
STOP: The section below is to be filled out by the Charter Board Chair and SP teacher.
Charter Board’s rating (circle one):
Distinguished

Accomplished

Competent

Needs Improvement

Required revisions:

Approved by Charter Board Chair:
Signature

Date

Signature

Date

Approved by SP teacher:
Back to TOC
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Limited

PROJECT PROPOSAL SCORING GUIDE
5 = Distinguished: Exceeds expectations. No revisions to the project proposal are necessary. The proposal:
Describes a significant level of learning potential extending the student’s knowledge, skills, and expertise beyond the
high school level, expects time and energy well beyond minimal requirements, has strong personal relevance;
Justifies thorough integration of a career-focus across all three project components;
Defends how the project will meet a clearly identified and significant need of the community;
Provides evidence the project is ambitious and will require advanced analytical and creative thinking;
Describes a topic for which robust scholarly sources exist with which to conduct and report academic research;
Is thoroughly and clearly communicated through the excellent use of the English language.
4 = Accomplished: No revisions are needed. The proposal:
Describes meaningful learning potential in a project requiring significant time/energy, has personal relevance;
Justifies how the career focus is strongly integrated across all three project components;
Defends how the project will meet a need of the community;
Provides evidence the project will require the student to independently apply creative problem-solving skills;
Describes a topic for which many serious sources exist with which to conduct research and write a strong paper.
Is clearly communicated in whole sentences with correct language usage and conventions.
3 = Competent: . Minor revisions are suggested to strengthen the proposal but tentative approval is given to proceed:
Describes adequate potential growth in learning and an acceptable level of expected time and effort, has adequate
personal relevance;
Justifies an acceptable career focus connection across all three project components;
Defends how the project will provide a benefit to the community, the benefit may be weak but acceptable;
Provides evidence the project will require the student to independently solve problems;
Describes a topic for which adequate sources exist with which to write an acceptable paper.
Is adequately communicated in whole sentences with mostly correct conventions.
2 = Needs Improvement: The proposal requires significant revision before the project will be approved. As written, the
project is not likely to meet standards at a level required to earn credit toward graduation. The proposal:
Describes minimal or trivial learning and relevance; the project requires less time and energy than acceptable;
Does not defend topic integration among all project components though limited connections may be described.
Attempts to explain how the project could benefit the community but the logic is weak
Does not provide evidence the project will be challenging for the student, the project will require little or no
problem solving opportunities;
Describes a topic that has limited sources from which to write a research paper;
Can be understood but is poorly written.
1: Limited The project is not acceptable as proposed. Several major revisions are necessary before board approval can
be granted. The topic of the project may be rejected entirely and a new proposal may be required. The proposal:
Describes a project that provides little/no potential learning or relevance ; little time or effort would be needed;
Does not defend a career connection among project components;
There is little or no logic to show how any true benefits might be realized for anyone through this project;
Describes a project that does not involve significant problem solving opportunities;
Limited sources exist for researching this topic to write a formal paper.
Is difficult to understand and very poorly written.
This scoring guide may be used as evidence of student progress toward several Personalized Learning Requirements.
Back to TOC
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PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
One or both of your parents/guardians must complete the following consent form before you start your project.
Make a copy to submit to your teacher but keep this original in your project binder. Your senior project teacher
must check to see if this form has been completed before giving you permission to begin your project.
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
As the parent/guardian of

[name of student], I am aware that he/she

will complete a senior project as part of the diploma requirements of the Days Creek Charter School K-12. I know my
student has proposed a project in which he/she will 

______________________
and I understand that it is my responsibility to ensure

____________________

my student does not take unnecessary risks at any time during the completion of this activity.
I am aware that the supervision of any activity undertaken outside of the school for the purpose of the senior project will
be my responsibility and I will not hold the school district liable for the health and safety of my child outside of school
during the completion of this project. If I have questions or concerns, I will contact my student’s instructor,
, at phone number

and/or by email at

@dayscreek.k12.or.us

[For the parents of students who opt to work with a mentor:
I am aware that my son/daughter has opted to ask

to be his/her mentor. I

understand the mentor, if not a school district employee, must meet the legal requirements for serving as a volunteer in
the Douglas County School District 15.]

I have read the requirements for the senior project described in the manual.

Parent/Guardian printed name:
Signature:
Address:
Phone number:
e-mail:

Back to TOC
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DETAILED PROJECT ACTION PLAN
Now that you have obtained permission to begin your project, consider the specific actions you will need to take and plan
for them here. This form continues on the next page. After completing this action plan, make a copy to turn in to your
Senior Project teacher. Keep the original in your project binder. Revise as needed. You may extend the table digitally or
print additional blank copies of this form if needed.

What needs to be done?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

September 2013

Who needs to be
involved?

How much time wil Cost, if any
this step probably
take?

Place a check
here as each ste
is completed.
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DETAILED PROJECT ACTION PLAN (Continued)
What needs to be done?

Who needs to be
involved?

How much time wil Cost, if any
this step probably
take?

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Approved by SP teacher:
Signature
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Date

Place a check
here as each ste
is completed.

COMMUNITY SERVICE/PROJECT TIME LOG
Students can now receive 40 hours of community service (formerly 36) between junior and senior year. They can work
on community service during the summers between sophomore and junior year and junior and senior year for a total of
40 hours to be completed before their senior project deadline in April. They can also volunteer during the school years
as appropriate. If your senior project is community service-based (I.e., blood drive, recycling, assisting with production
of the Christmas program, yearbook, etc.), you must perform a minimum of sixty (60) hours of community service.
Describe your activities below and indicate how much time you devoted to each. Obtain a signature from an adult
supervisor, a teacher, a parent, or your mentor to verify the amount of time worked. Turn in a copy of this Time Log to
show what you have done to date when your mid-year progress report is due. Turn in your final Time Log with your
project binder to your SR teacher and to the charter board (see due dates).

Describe the community service/project activity
1.

Adult signature to verify time spent on activity 1:
2.

Adult signature to verify time spent on activity 2:
3.

Adult signature to verify time spent on activity 3:
4.

Adult signature to verify time spent on activity 4:
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Time on activity:

5.

Adult signature to verify time spent on activity 5:
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COMMUNITY SERVICE/PROJECT TIME LOG (continued)

Describe the project activity
6.

Adult signature to verify time spent on activity 6:
7.

Adult signature to verify time spent on activity 7:
8.

Adult signature to verify time spent on activity 8:
9.

Adult signature to verify time spent on activity 9:
10.

Adult signature to verify time spent on activity 10:
Comments or explanations (optional):

September 2013

Time on activity:

TOTAL AMOUNT OF TIME DEVOTED TO COMMUNITY SERVICE:
Back to TOC
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WHAT TO INCLUDE IN YOUR 3-RING PROJECT BINDER
On the date it is due, you will turn in your 3-ring project binder to your SP teacher who will review it for completeness
and return it to you with suggestions for improvement or with approval to submit it as is.
At the time of your oral presentation, you will submit your project binder to the charter board to show you completed
all required components of the senior project. Your binder may include the following:
1. The final version of your Project Proposal Form;
2. A signed Parental Consent Form;
3. The final version of your Detailed Project Action Plan;
4. Documents or artifacts generated as part of your project (e.g. photographs, videos, correspondence,
advertisements, pre- and post-surveys, budgets and/or accounts for costs of and contributions to your project,
actual items created, etc.);
5. Your Community Service/Project Time Log;
6. A print copy of your PowerPoint slideshow (or similar digital presentation);
7. Any written materials you generated to prepare for your oral presentation;
8. A complete first draft of the Project Self-Assessment Form;
9. A copy of the final draft of your Senior Project Research Paper;
10. Optional: A completed Mentor Agreement Form if you worked with a mentor.

Back to TOC
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GUIDELINES FOR SENIOR PROJECT ORAL PRESENTATIONS

The Oregon Common Core State Standards include the expectation students will, through experiences in K-12 schools,
acquire the ability to effectively present knowledge and ideas. Specifically, the standards expect students will be able to:
●

CCSS-ELA 11-12.SL.4 Present information conveying a clear and distinct perspective in a manner in which listeners can
follow the line of reasoning, and the organization, development, substance, and style are appropriate to purpose,
audience, and a range of formal and informal tasks.

●

CCSS ELA 11-12.SL.5 Make strategic use of digital media in presentations to enhance understanding of findings,
reasoning, and evidence and to add interest.

Your senior project presentation will provide an opportunity to demonstrate proficiencies in these skills. Consult the
Senior Project Presentation Scoring Guide for the criteria used to assess your presentation.

Preparation:
The senior project and presentation scoring guide follows this section of the manual. Use it to discover what is expected of
you and to plan your presentation to meet the criteria.
Outline what you want to say about your project in a logical order. Be sure to address: why your project was important to
you and/or to others; the extent you worked independently on your own; how all three components of your project
requirements were connected to a single career; how you met the community service requirement; goals you set and
whether or not you met them; and what you plan to do to continue your education and career preparation after
graduation. These topics do not have to be presented in that exact order. Address them where they logically make sense in
your presentation.
Prepare an appropriate introduction. It should include your name and a few details about your life such as where you live,
how long you have attended Days Creek Charter School K-12, and anything interesting that ties you to the activity you
chose for your project. Don’t be afraid to show a sense of humor as long as it is appropriate and has a purpose in your
presentation. Be creative. Try to grab the interest and attention of your audience right from the start.
Write a word-for-word script of your presentation. You will not read this script at your presentation nor should you try to
memorize it. Use it for establishing what you want to say. Check to make sure your descriptions are clear and your speech
is organized. Make changes to your script if necessary.
Condense your script to short cues to serve as reminders of the things you want to say in the order you want to say them.
You may use note cards or an outline during your presentation. Write your cues in their correct order by hand even if you
do not plan to use them. Research on learning shows the act of writing information by hand is the most effective way to
recall the information even if the notes are never used or even read again. You, however, will want to read them several
times – or even write them by hand several times just to enhance recall during your speech.
Create a Powerpoint or similar technological visual aid that meets Oregon Common Core Standard 11-12.SL.5 (see above).
Your visual presentation can be used to provide the cues during your speech.
Practice giving your presentation to others using your computer program, the media projector, and the Smartboard. Your
teacher may conduct group practice sessions to facilitate this step. If not, make arrangements on your own.
Prepare your project binder for submission to the panel at the beginning of your presentation. Make ten copies of your
Project Proposal, Detailed Project Action Plan, Community Service Time Log, and Student Self-Reflection to distribute to
the charter board assessment panel at the beginning of your presentation.
Back to TOC
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During Your Presentation:
Dress appropriately. Do not wear casual clothes such as jeans and a t-shirt.
Be on time. Offer to give your presentation first if no one else is willing.
Be polite and respectful including during the times other students are giving their presentations.
Introduce yourself and make a general statement about what you did for your project. Explain why you selected your
project topic and why it is important to you.
Don’t be afraid to express your emotions, show enthusiasm, or admit your mistakes.
Speak loudly enough to be heard by everyone. Make eye contact occasionally with each rater. Smile when it is
appropriate. Speak as though you are telling a story. Don’t fidget or say “um” between sentences.
SLOW DOWN. It is common to speak too rapidly when giving a speech.
Submit your project binder to the panel.
Provide copies of your Project Proposal, Detailed Project Action Plan, Community Service Time Log, and draft Student
Self-Assessment to all members of the panel. These documents will contain information to help raters understand your
achievements that you may not clearly or thoroughly address in your speech.
If public speaking makes you nervous, it helps to smile and admit your anxieties at the beginning of your presentation. You
may be amazed how much that helps. Most of them were terrified of their first public speaking events, too.
Take the rater panel members through what you did as you completed your project. Chronological order is usually the
most effective for this type of presentation. Tell them about any obstacles you faced, and explain how you overcame
them. Focus on things you discovered that were unexpected, surprising, enlightening, or rewarding.
If applicable, describe and express gratitude to others who contributed to your project. Be sure to explain how much of
the project you completed on your own and how much of it was completed by others. If you had the help of a mentor,
provide the name of your mentor, his/her qualifications, and how they helped you complete your project.
Explain important things you learned through completing your senior project. DO NOT say you learned not to
procrastinate. You don’t know if you really learned not to procrastinate until you do not procrastinate on your next large
project. There is no guarantee you will not procrastinate again. You might have learned how much suffering is caused by
procrastination, but don’t say that. It is trivial and not the sort of learning the charter board hopes you achieved.
Invite questions at the end of your presentation from the panel. Answer the questions honestly. If you don’t have an
answer to a question, say so and, if appropriate, offer to find the answer and report it later.
Conclude your presentation with a sense of completion. Are you satisfied with your project? Will you pursue areas related
to your project in the future? Did your project change your life in any way?
Close your presentation in some way such as thanking the panel and/or saying “Goodbye.”
Back to TOC
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SENIOR PROJECT PRESENTATION SCORING GUIDE
Name of student:

Date:

Name of rater:
Ratings Key:
10 or 5 = Outstanding
8 or 4 = Good
6 or 3 = Acceptable
4 or 2 = Needs improvement
2 or 1 = Unacceptable
0 = No evidence provided
Work-related skills, PLR Area 21: on time, well-dressed, poised, cooperative

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

Value of the project to the community and relevance for the student, PLR Area 2 :

5

4

3

2

1

0

Evidence of pre-planning, problem solving, revision (project binder) PLR Area 22:

5

4

3

2

1

0

Meets Oregon Common Core presentation standard SL.4 , and PLR Area 2 :

5

4

3

2

1

0

Meets Oregon Common Core presentation standard SL.55:

5

4

3

2

1

0

Meets community service hours (at least 36), activities integrated with project topic:

5

4

3

2

1

0

Evidence of establishing and working toward post-secondary goals PLR Area 1:

5

4

3

2

1

0

10

8

6

4

2 0

Level of independent, self-directed learning, PLR Area 21:
2

4

Overall rating of project:
Comments (Use the back of this form if more space is needed):

1

3

Total score:

_______/ 50

Career-Related Learning Experience Standard 1. PERSONAL MANAGEMENT
Exhibit an appropriate work ethic and behave appropriately in school, community, and workplace;
Identify tasks that need to be done and initiate action to complete them;
Plan, organize, and complete projects and assigned tasks on time meeting required standards of quality;
Take responsibility for decisions and actions and anticipate their consequences of decisions and actions;
Maintain appropriate interactions with colleagues.
2
Career-Related Learning Experience Standard 2. PROBLEM SOLVING
Identify problems and locate information that may lead to solutions;
Select and explain a proposed solution and course of action;
Develop a plan to implement the selected course of action;
Assess results and take corrective action.
3
Career-Related Learning Experience Standard 3. COMMUNICATION
Demonstrate effective communication skills to give and receive information in school, community, and workplace.
Locate, process, and convey information using traditional and technological tools.
Give and receive feedback in a positive manner.
Speak clearly, accurately, and in a manner appropriate for the intended audience when giving oral instructions, technical reports, and business
communications.
4
CCSS-ELA SL.4
Presents information conveying a clear and distinct perspective, such that listeners can follow the line of reasoning, and the
organization, development, substance, and style are appropriate to purpose, audience, and a range of formal and informal tasks.
5
CCSS-ELA SL.5
Makes strategic use of digital media in presentations to enhance understanding of findings, reasoning, and evidence and to add
interest.
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SENIOR PROJECT SELF-ASSESSMENT FORM PLR Area 3 “Extended Application Reflection”
Student Name:
Project Topic :

Date

Enter your learning goals and describe your results:
Goal 1:
Did you achieve this learning goal?

Yes /No ____

1

2

3

How satisfied are you with this accomplishment?

4

5
Explain:

Goal 2:
Did you achieve this learning goal?

How satisfied are you with this accomplishment?

Yes /No ____
1

2

3

4

5

Explain:

Goal 3:
Did you achieve this learning goal?

Yes /No ____
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How satisfied are you with this accomplishment?

1

2

3

4

5

Explain:

September 2013

Reflection questions:
1. What were the strongest aspects of your senior project – the parts you did well?

2. What could have been improved in your project?

3. What was the greatest challenge of your project?

4. What was the most personally rewarding part of your project?

5. How will you apply what you have learned from your project to your future education and career pursuits?

6. What new skills or knowledge did you acquire during your project?

7. Comments you would like to add to your self-assessment:
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SENIOR PROJECT SURVEY
After you have completed your senior project and have had a chance to think about the process, please provide specific
feedback to the Days Creek Charter Board using the questions in this survey. Answer the questions honestly and
thoroughly. Print a hard copy of this form and turn it in to your Senior Project teacher.
1. Each year we consider revisions to the senior project program. In your opinion, how can the senior project program be
improved by the charter board?

2. Was the senior project manual beneficial to you? Explain why or why not.

3. On a scale of 1-10, how well do you think the senior project program was implemented this year with 10 as the highest
score possible? ________
4. Explain what went well for you:

5. Explain what did not go well for you (other than any suffering caused by procrastination):

6. Please share anything else that would be helpful to future seniors completing their senior projects.

Thank you!
From your Days Creek Charter School K- 12 Board of Directors
Back to TOC
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SENIOR PROJECT RESEARCH PAPER
The Days

Creek Charter School K-12 Senior Project requires each student to write a
formal research paper. Using a variety of reliable sources of information,
you will research a topic related to your senior project and synthesize
your findings into ideas of your own.

DO NOT PANIC. It won’t be that bad. Really.
Although the Senior Project research paper is likely to be the most demanding written assignment you will produce in
high school, colleges and university instructors commonly require research papers. It seems daunting the first time you
write a research paper – but this guide will take you through the process one step at a time. As long as you stay on track
with the timeline you will create, the research paper will not overwhelm you. A little self-discipline along the way will
save you a lot of stress down the road. The experience will prepare you for further
educational and career expectations.

A Word (or two) About Bibliographic Formatting Styles
You may have a favorite font, font color, font size, use of italics, or bold text,
narrow margin settings, or other details that you like to use when you type a
report. That is your formatting style. Forget about your favorites in a research
paper … unless you just happen to always use the formatting rules established by the Modern Language Association
(MLA). Your research paper must be written following the MLA Sixth or Seventh Edition formatting requirements. This
warning about the MLA format requirement comes early in this section of the manual so that you are prepared from the
very first time you take any research notes to include the information MLA requires.
There are several established formatting styles for scholarly publications to follow. You may have a professor in college
who requires research papers to be formatted in the American Psychological Association (APA) style. The MLA style is
more commonly used in high schools and colleges – but when you are assigned to write a research paper again, be sure
to find out which formatting style is required.
Following a format style sounds complicated – but Word software will do most of the work for you. There is a great
formatting and source citing resource buried in every Microsoft Word program from 2007 and up.
The formatting “rules” get very detailed - especially when giving credit to a source of information either in a text citation
within the body of your report or in the bibliography at the end of the report. The differences in formatting
requirements between styles can seem very minor and trivial – and for the purposes of your senior project research
paper, they probably are. But sorting them out is just a click away in Word. It will even type out your bibliography at the
end of your report as long as you have entered all your sources.
MLA also has picky rules about the font, the font size, headers and footers, and page numbers, and the size of the
margins, and where and how you type your name, the teacher’s name, the title of the paper … whew! Wouldn’t it be
nice if Word already has a document started with MLA details already set up for you to download and all you’d have to
do is replace the text with your own words (and get rid of the brackets it uses for placeholders)? Well, guess what?
Follow these instructions.
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Oregon CCSS - English Language Arts - College and Career Readiness (CCR)
Other than to torture them, why do teachers assign research papers to students? All Oregon high schools are required to
prepare students for higher education and for the workplace. The Oregon Department of Education has adopted
learning standards to be met by students through the work of school educators. The Oregon Common Core State
Standards for English Language Arts include ten “College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards for Writing (CCR).” The
senior project research paper expectations are closely aligned to the following eight skills from the CCR. Students should
be able to:
1.

Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and
relevant and sufficient evidence.

2.

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas and information clearly and
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.

4.

Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task,
purpose, and audience.

5.

Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach.

6.

Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and to interact and collaborate with
others.

7.

Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects based on focused questions, demonstrating
understanding of the subject under investigation.

8.

Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources, assess the credibility and accuracy of each
source, and integrate the information while avoiding plagiarism.

9.

Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research.

Oregon CCSS English Language Arts – Grade 12 Expectations
The Oregon Common Core State Standards for English/Language Arts includes grade level expectations. Seniors in high
school learn to research and develop a formal paper to report their findings. Specifically, standards that apply to the
grade 12 Senior Project Research Paper include many of the following:
The student will:
11-12.W.1
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of serious topics or texts, using valid reasoning
and reliable and sufficient evidence.

a. Introduce precise, knowledgeable claims, establish the significance of the claims, distinguish the claims
from alternate or opposing claims, and create an organization that logically sequences claims,
counterclaims, reasons, and evidence.

b. Develop claims and counterclaims fairly and thoroughly, supplying the most relevant evidence for each
while pointing out the strengths and limitations of both in a manner that addresses the audience’s
knowledge level, concerns, values, and possible biases.

c. Use words, phrases, and clauses as well as varied word use to link the major sections of the text, and create
a smooth flow.

d. Establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone while staying within the conventions of the
[subject area] in which they are writing.

e. Provide a concluding statement or paragraph that follows from and supports the argument presented.
11-12.W.2
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Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas, concepts, and

information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.

a. Introduce a topic; organize complex ideas, concepts, and information so that each new element builds on
that which precedes it to create a unified whole;

b. Develop the topic thoroughly by selecting the most significant and relevant facts, extended definitions,
concrete details, quotations, or other information and examples appropriate to the audience’s knowledge
of the topic.

c. Use appropriate and varied transitions and word use to link the major sections of the text and clarify the
relationships among complex ideas and concepts.

d. Use precise language, domain-specific vocabulary, and techniques such as metaphor, simile, and analogy to
simplify complex information.

e. Establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone while attending to the conventions of the [subject
area] in which they are writing.

f. Provide a concluding statement or paragraph that follows from and supports the information or
explanation presented (e.g., stating the significance of the topic).
The Senior Project Research Paper is the most appropriate assignment through which to demonstrate these skills and
proficiencies. You will not, however, be asked to do them all at once – unless you choose to procrastinate until they have
to be done all at once!
These standards sound fairly complicated but this guide will explain, in detail, the steps you need to take to write a good
research paper. You will have multiple opportunities to receive feedback and revise and revise and revise and revise and
revise and … you get the picture. … before you make the very last edits and submit the assignment. You will be able to
use spell check, grammar check, formatting tools, and citation aides provided by word-processing software.
But if you choose a focus for your paper about which you really care or if you choose a focus about which you are very
interested, writing a research paper related to it will be much easier than you might expect. It might even be fun!
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Step 1 - Getting Started

Goal: Preparing for the assignment.
Many resources exist online to help you produce a quality research paper. The following step-by-step instructions were
adapted from A+ Research & Writing for high school and college students by Kathryn L. Schwartz.
1.1 Understand the assignment
Read over these instructions to make sure you fully understand what is required in the senior project research paper
and on what basis you will be graded. The type of paper you will submit depends on the topic of your senior project.
Choose which of the following three types of research papers best fits the topic of your project:
Advocacy or Persuasion (Argumentative): Your research paper may involve taking a stand on an issue and
defending it against opposing points of view. The student will research the issues and read others' arguments for and
against. The paper will anticipate and deflect arguments against the position, while presenting supporting evidence in
favor of the position. Success will depend on how persuasively the paper makes its case and defends against possible
opposition.
Report (Analytical): This type of research paper is really a form of individual study. The measure of success is
how well the student can conduct research, analyze and organize the information and communicate it clearly in written
form. The purpose of this type of paper is to provide the reader in-depth objective knowledge regarding a specific
subject. The writer takes a neutral position on the topic.
Issue Analysis (Analytical): This type of research paper highlights a particular issue or problem in a field of study.
The paper may focus on analysis of the issue and its solutions, possibly from both historical and current perspectives.
The posture of the writer is frequently that of a neutral observer more than an advocate for a particular position. The
success of the paper is often based on how completely and clearly you have identified the key aspects of the issue and
their significance to the field of study.
1.2 Consider the process you will use
A research paper involves an extensive process. If you focus too quickly on the end product, you may miss some of the
important research steps and find yourself writing a paper without enough understanding of the topic to create a
successful result. Browse over the rest of the steps suggested in this manual to get an idea of the process and think
about how you'll approach each step. Begin jotting notes about not only "what" you plan to do but also "how" you plan
to do it. Save your notes in your senior project binder.
1.3 Establish a timeline and set deadlines for each step of the assignment
It will take several weeks to write a senior project research paper that meets expectations - but not necessarily five
continuous weeks. For nearly all topics, research should be conducted before engaging in the other phases of the overall
senior project. For most topics, research should be followed by the action phase and the written report should be the
final phase of the senior project. What is learned in research is usually helpful during the action phase. What is learned
during the action phase of the project is usually important to include in the research paper. For other topics, research
should be followed immediately by writing the report and the action phase would be the last steps to take. The oral
presentation should be prepared after the research, action phase, and written report have been concluded.
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Prepare a research paper timeline that best fits your project using a template or format of your choice. There are many
examples of timeline templates in Word or other software products and on the internet. Save a printed copy of your
timeline in your senior project binder. Expect to revise your timeline as needed. Include a final timeline in your project
binder. Example of a final timeline:
Senior Project Research Paper Timeline
Student: Justin Tyme
Topic: Bully Prevention Intervention for 6th graders
Oct 4: Meet with reference librarian at Roseburg Public Library 11 am as arranged by appt

Deadline
4-Oct

Week of Oct 7: Set up Word doc to enter sources, do library research @ Roseburg Pub and UCC

11-Oct

Week of Oct 14: Conduct internet research using reliable directory such as www.ipl.org

25-Oct

Week of Oct 21: Conduct phone and email interviews of experts in bully prevention

25-Oct

By Oct 28: Choose a research-proven bully prevention programs to implement w/ 6th graders

28-Oct

Oct 29 – Dec 12: Plan and implement the action phase of senior project w/pre- and post-surveys

12-Dec

During vacation:  Compile results of bully intervention analyzing pre- and post-survey data

6-Jan

During vacation: Organize research notes, conduct further research if needed

6-Jan

Week of Jan 6: Create outline for research paper, begin writing rough draft

10-Jan

Week of Jan 13:  Continue writing rough draft, cite sources in text where appropriate ,revise

23-Jan

Week of Jan 20: Finalize and submit rough draft w/bibliography to your teacher

23-Jan

Week f Feb 10:  Revise research paper
Week of Feb 17: Review feedback from teacher, revise, distribute copies to peers, 2 more adults

21-Feb

Week of Mar 3: Review feedback from peers and adults, revise, revise, & revise research paper

20-Mar

Week of Mar 10: Check to make sure all citation/bibliographical info is entered for all sources

20-Mar

Week of Mar 17: Revise, revise, & F inalize research paper and submit to your teacher

20-Mar
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Step 2 - Looking for and Forming a Focus

Goal: Exploring your topic, finding and

forming a focus for your research.

2.1 Exploring your topic to narrow the focus
The topic of a senior project is almost always too general to serve as the focus of your research paper. However, before
you can decide on a focus, you need to explore your topic, to become informed about the topic, to build on your
knowledge and experience. You'll be locating books, articles, videos, internet and other resources about your topic and
reading to learn. You're looking for an issue, an aspect, a perspective on which to focus your research paper.
2.2 Preliminary note-taking
As you read, start taking notes about your topic—concepts, issues, questions, problems, areas where experts agree or
disagree. Keep track of the bibliographic references (source information) for the resources you find and write down a
note or two of what's contained in the book, article, Website, etc. There's nothing more frustrating than knowing you
read something earlier about a particular point and not being able to locate it again when you decide it's something you
need. You can get a sneak peak at how to take formal research notes with this link to a resource from Hunter College.
2.3 Relate your prior experience and learning
The process of successful research and writing involves building on what you know. You don't need to know a lot about
a subject in order to use it as the focus of your research paper, but choosing one you're totally unfamiliar with could be a
mistake. It may take so much time and effort to become informed about the subject that you don't really have time to
get into the depth required by your assignment. Be careful, however, not to write a research paper based on your
opinions – unless you have an expertise recognized by accomplished experts in the field. A formal research paper is not
your own personal blog. What you write in a formal research paper is a compilation and summary of experts.
2.4 Choosing a focus or combining themes to form a focus
Think about the ideas that came up in your preliminary note-taking. Which ones fit the assignment, the size, scope and
type of the paper? Which ideas have the best chance for making a successful paper. If you find several themes within
your topic which each are too small to support the entire paper, can they be combined to form a focus? Choose a focus
and begin the process of gathering information.
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Step 3 - Gathering Information

Goal: Gathering information which clarifies and supports your focus.
3.1 Info Search - finding
This is the step most people think of when they think of "academic research." It's a hunt for information in any available
form (book, periodical, CD, video, internet) which is pertinent to your chosen focus and comes from reliable sources.
Once you know the focus of your research, there are lots of tools and strategies to help you find and collect the
information you need.
Pay close attention to the quality of the information you find, especially if you're using information you find on the
internet. Some internet sites appear to be very professional but contain very biased material – not facts. Check the
various tabs from the home page of the John Hopkins University library to help you decide if a website is a valuable
resource or not.
Now is also the time to learn the details of using web directories rather than search engines for your internet research.
As you go on to education after high school, it will be very important you know the difference. A web directory is
maintained by live humans – usually volunteers – who monitor the directory resources for quality control. The links from
a web directory are far more likely than anything you find at random on search engines. Check out Open Directory
Project and the subject area directory of the Internet Public Library. Also check the Skills for Online Searching website
to learn how to enter efficient search commands.
3.2 Info Search - recording
“Note-taking is an indispensable part of writing a research paper.” The source of this quote, Hunter College Research
Guidelines: Note-taking, offers excellent information on how to take notes for a resource paper. Link to it for guidance
and examples. Keep a record of bibliographic information required for the MLA style format for every piece of
information you collect either by hand or by the use of the “Reference” tools in a Word document. Most often, you will
need to record the name of the author(s), the title of the book or journal, the name of the specific article in a journal,
the publisher’s name, the date of publication, and the location of publication.
3.3 Consider clarifying or refining your focus
As you gather information about your focused topic, you may find new information which prompts you to refine, clarify,
extend or narrow your focus. Stay flexible and adjust your information search to account for the changes, widening or
narrowing your search, or heading down a slightly different path.
3.4 Start organizing your notes
Start organizing your notes into logical groups. You may notice a gap in your research, or a more heavy weighting to one
aspect of the subject than what you had intended. Starting to organize as you gather information can save an extra trip
to the library. It's better to find the gap now instead of the night before your paper is due (obviously!).
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Step 4 - Preparing to Write

Goal: Analyzing and organizing your information and forming a thesis statement
4.1 Analyze and organize your information
Analyze your notes to identify the parts and determine how they relate to each other. You may have information from
different sources which examine different aspects of your topic. By breaking down the information, you may be able to
see relationships between the different sources and form them into a whole concept. To make sense of your notes,
consider different organization patterns: compare and contrast, advantages and disadvantages, starting from a narrow
premise and building on it, cause and effect, logical sequence.
4.2 Construct a topic or thesis statement
Before beginning to write the paper, create a topic or thesis statement. You may want to revise your word choice later
but the topic or thesis statement must relate to the focus of your paper – or you need to revise your entire focus.
Choose carefully the first time so you do not waste time spinning your wheels. Boil down the main point of your paper to
a single statement. A well-written topic or thesis statement, usually expressed in one sentence, is the most important
sentence in your entire paper. A good topic or thesis statement grabs the attention of the reader so they want to
continue reading the paper.
If the intent of your research paper is expository (a report or an issue analysis), you will construct a topic sentence that
introduces the reader to the area of focus you researched. If the intent of your research paper is to persuade the reader
to support a specific position on an issue, a thesis statement is used to summarize the position you will be advocating. A
thesis sentence is not a statement of accepted fact; it is the position that needs the proof you will provide in your
argument. See the Hamilton College link for help with your thesis statement.
4.3 Weed out irrelevant information
Now that you have all those wonderful notes and citations from your research, you're going to have to get rid of some of
them! No matter how profound and interesting the information is, if it doesn't relate to and support the focus or thesis
you've chosen, don't try to cram it into the paper—just sigh deeply and set it aside. You'll have an easier time writing if
you do this weeding before you start.
4.4 Info Search - fill in the gaps
Once you've identified which of your research notes you'll use, you may see some gaps where you need an additional
support for a point you want to make. Leave enough time in your writing plan for an extra trip to the library, just in case.
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Step 5 - Writing the Paper

Goal: Writing, revising, revising, revising,

revising, revising … and finalizing the paper.

5.1 Think about the assignment, the audience and the purpose
To prepare for writing, go over once more the requirements of the assignment to make sure you focus your writing
efforts on what's expected for your senior project. Consider the purpose of the paper, either as set forth in this senior
project manual, or as stated in your thesis statement—are you trying to persuade, to inform, to evaluate, to summarize?
Your research paper will be assessed using the Oregon Writing Scoring Guide. Be sure your research paper reflects
adequate levels of skill or higher as described in the scoring guide.
The voice and tone of the writing in your senior project research paper should be formal and scholarly. The use of the
first person, “I”, should be limited although it is appropriate in some cases. The voice of the paper should also match the
purpose of your paper.
If the purpose is to persuade the reader your thesis statement is correct, the first-person perspective is appropriate
occasionally. However, be sure to use expert evidence, not your personal intuition, to defend your thesis statement:
Example:
Do not merely write, “I believe the silence of witnesses who observe bullying and do not report the incidents is
the greatest obstacle for the prevention of bullying.”
Instead, it is appropriate to write, “I believe witnesses have the power to reduce incidents of bullying. Recent
scientific studies of interventions to prevent bullying conclude the reluctance to report incidents of bullying by
witnesses is the greatest obstacle to solving the problem (Haskell 187; Vader 37; McCarthy 204).,”
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If you have conducted your own action research, a first-person voice is appropriate but your paper must also include
research on experts in the field:
Example:
Do not write, “My pre-and post-test results prove the silence of witnesses is the biggest obstacle to the
prevention of bullying.” Your study may not have controlled for other factors and one study is not enough to defend a
position.
Instead, it is appropriate to write, “The data from my pre-and post-surveys support the same conclusion reached
in recent expert studies (Haskell 187; Vader 37; McCarthy 204).”
If your paper only reports the findings of others, third-person style is more appropriate. Limit or avoid the use of the first
person voice.
Example:
It is appropriate to write, “In his longitudinal study over two generations, an expert in studies on bullying from
Cleveland, Ohio, reports a higher than normal rate of bullying when the little brother of the bully’s best friend
was the target of physical and verbal abuse while the other family members were charmed by the bully’s
pseudo-polite demeanor.” (Haskell, Edward p.283).
In a formal research paper, avoid entirely addressing the reader in the second person such as “you” or “the reader”.
Example:
Do not write, “You can see from published research that witness silence is the biggest obstacle in the prevention
of bullying.” There is no way for you to know what the reader sees.
Instead, it is appropriate to write, “Public research shows witness silence is the biggest obstacle to the
prevention of bullying,” then cite your source.

Remember, your senior project paper is an academic research effort. The writing style should be scholarly and formal.

5.2 Prepare an outline
Most students find a written outline to be very helpful in organizing a research paper. It provides a framework from
which to write paragraphs in a logical flow of ideas. Here is a possible outline for a research paper:
I.
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Introduction

a. Main topic or thesis statement
b. Why was this topic chosen
II.

Background of the issue
a. Origin of the issue
b. History of the issue
c. Growing problem or not

III.

Impact of the issue
a. Problems it causes
b. Who it affects
c. How many it affects
d. How it affects your or your family

IV.

Research results
a. Causes of the problem
b. Possible solutions to the problem
c. Most promising solutions

V.

Closing
a. What does the future hold
b. Conclusions drawn from research

VI.

Bibliography

If, however, as you are writing your paper, it makes more sense to switch the order of your outline, go ahead and make
the change. The outline is merely a guide..
5.3 Write the rough draft—visit the OWLs
It is now time to sit down and write your research paper. Expect to spend many hours on this task spread out over a few
weeks. There are lots of great online resources from college and university “Online Writing Labs (OWLs” on every aspect
of writing your paper. The OWL sites organize articles by topic so you can access the articles you need for specific help.
The Links for Writing sections on OWL sites are quite helpful. For your first resource, try Title, introduction and
conclusion.
After you finish your first attempt at writing your paper, read it out loud to yourself. See if your statements are coherent,
logical, and conclusive. Rewrite confusing sections, remove unnecessary words, expand supporting details, and provide
transitions from one idea to the next where needed. Correct spelling and grammatical errors. Use Word tools to help
you. Almost all the OWLs have large sections on grammar, sentence, paragraph structure, and common errors. Browse
some OWLs such as Purdue University and University of Victoria to access articles on revising and rewriting.
Revise, revise, and revise some more before submitting your rough draft to your English teacher.
5.4 Know how to use your source materials and cite them
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See the section Citing sources at this link. There is a helpful guide to using sources in another article entitled in Writing a
General Research Paper from the Roane State Community College OWL. The section, "What Happens When the Sources
Seem to be Writing My Paper For Me?" describes how to break up long quotations and how to cite an author multiple
times without letting a single source dominate your paper. It links to an explanation of the MLA style requirements for
partial quotations, full quotations, indented quotations, in-text quotations, and paraphrasing.
5.5 Have others read and critique the paper
Professional writers accept the need to revise their work as a normal part of their jobs. They also submit their work to
editors and proofreaders who provide guidance for further improvement. This project manual you are now reading is
the result of hours and hours of revision of last year’s manual made by two main authors with feedback from other
reviewers as well.
Your English teacher will edit your rough draft and provide guidance for improving your paper. Accept that guidance as
helpful coaching, not criticism. To maximize the quality of your work and to grow even further in your ability to write,
seek additional feedback from others as well. Ask other teachers, family members, or a charter board member to read
your draft and provide suggestions for improvement. If your only choice of proofreaders is other students, make sure
they are good writers! Link here for articles on critiques and peer review.

5.6 Revise and proofread
As tedious as it is, take time to revise and rewrite your paper then revise and rewrite it again and again until it
represents the best of your abilities. Remember, your paper shows your readiness to communicate in writing as you
move into the next phase of your life. Prove to us you have acquired sufficient writing skills to be ready to graduate from
high school!
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PLAGIARISM: LATIN FOR “KIDNAPPING”
Intentional plagiarism is a form of cheating. It involves stealing the intellectual efforts of someone else. Plagiarism is
dishonest and will result in the rejection of your research paper. No credit will be given for a plagiarized paper. Credit
has not been earned when a student submits a paper he/she did not actually write.

There are several forms of plagiarism. Plagiarism includes intentional acts of:
●

Copying, buying, downloading a published work or even the homework of another student

●

Cutting and pasting without using quotation marks and crediting the source

It can also be unintentional, often as the result of a lack of skills in:
●

Distinguishing public from private domain

●

Paraphrasing and summarizing in the original words of the research source

●

Incorporating quotations said by someone else into one’s own sentences

●

Note-taking procedures always recording information verbatim instead of one’s own words

Private Domain: MUST be cited, even if not quoted directly
●

Facts which are NOT widely available, known, or accepted

●

Opinions, explanations, analyses, theories, ideas

●

Results of studies

●

Direct quotations from an author, even if it is just a distinctive word or phrase

Some things can be written without citing a source. “Public Domain” is used to describe things that do NOT need to be
cited
●

Mathematical, historical, scientific, and news facts

●

Generally accepted; not controversial

●

Widely known; common knowledge

●

Found in many sources without attribution

Do your own writing. Provide citations for information you quote (or nearly quote) from other sources. Give credit
where credit is due. Do not take the easy way and cut and paste to write your paper. Do not cheat. Be better than that!
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MLA TEMPLATE WITH WHICH TO TYPE YOUR REPORT
In “New” options start a Word document, there is a template already formatted in MLA style – 1-inch margins, 12-point
font, double-spaced, paragraph indentation. Don’t change the formatting as you start entering your information and
text. Do not even add a cover sheet. The template is set up in MLA and ready to go. Access it to start your research
paper but be sure to save it to your own account with a new document name.

HOW LONG DOES MY RESEARCH PAPER HAVE TO BE?
We never mentioned how long your research paper has to be. When a page minimum is provided, most students write
papers exactly that long and not one sentence longer – even if the topic was not fully explained. Your research paper has
to be long enough to provide evidence of scholarly research and an in-depth analysis of your topic. It would be very
difficult to do that in less than five full pages of text as formatted in the MLA template – not counting the page for
sources cited. Most submissions that meet our expectations for a fully developed research paper for senior projects are
seven or more pages long.

STEPS TO A GOOD RESEARCH PAPER – IN REVIEW
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Narrow your project topic to a specific focus for research.
Formulate a topic sentence or thesis statement to explore.
Conduct formal, in-depth research using reliable sources.
Generate details from research - facts, examples, and support.
Create an outline to follow as you write your paper.
Write your first draft.
Give credit to your sources of information by “citing the source” in MLA format
After you finish your first draft, let things rest overnight.
Read your paper as if you were reading it for the first time and see if it make sense – make corrections,
reorganize, and add explanations where necessary.
Submit your rough draft to your English teacher.
Let things rest again.
Review the feedback from your teacher.
Obtain more feedback from peers and adults
Revise again.
Proofread at least three times - once aloud, once for any errors you habitually make, and once backwards (which
makes it easier to see mistakes since you are not thinking so much about what the words are saying).
Type the final draft.
Submit a copy of your final draft to your English teacher when it is due.
Present your research paper to the charter board at the time you present your project.
Enjoy the satisfaction of a job well done!!
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